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origins of antifa capital research center - america s investigative think tank the left s explosive prolonged rage at the
election of president donald trump on nov 8 2016 gave new life to the ultra violent leftist movement known as antifa,
fascism intellectual origins britannica com - fascism intellectual origins mussolini and hitler did not invent fascist ideology
indeed fascism was neither a 20th century creation nor a peculiarly italian or german one originating in the 19th century
fascist ideas appeared in the works of writers from france as well as austria germany and italy including political theorists
such as theodor fritsch paul anton de lagarde julius, niem ller origin of famous quotation first they came for - this page
pursues the origin of the quotation first they came for the communists but i wasn t a communist by martin niemoeller it was
compiled by harold marcuse a professor of german history at the university of california santa barbara, nazi fascism and
the modern totalitarian state the - return to the teacher s guide nazi fascism and the modern totalitarian state synopsis the
government of nazi germany was a fascist totalitarian state totalitarian regimes in contrast to a dictatorship establish
complete political social and cultural control over their subjects and are usually headed by a charismatic leader, 10
deplorable neo nazi organizations listverse - the golden dawn is a neo fascist group in greece that openly holds racist
views and admiration for nazi germany they have operated for a little over 30 years until recently their members were mostly
known for fighting with ultra nationalist groups in ethnic conflicts in bosnia, background overview of the nazi party nsdap
- the national socialist german workers party nsdap more commonly known as the nazi party was a political party in
germany between 1920 and 1945 in the next few weeks hitler brought several members of his army into the party including
one of his commanding officers captain ernst r hm the, mass crimes against humanity and genocide up to the end mass crimes against humanity prior to 1945 for about 300 years during the late middle ages and renaissance periods the
roman catholic and protestant faith groups were directly or indirectly responsible for the arrest torture and execution of
persons believed to worship satan or express heretical religious ideas, antisemitism from its origins to the present free
online - thank you for registering to receive information from yad vashem you will receive periodic updates regarding recent
events publications and new initiatives, 10 popular symbols with bizarrely ironic origins listverse - our society is
brimming with symbols we can t walk down the street without them screaming at us from every traffic sign billboard window
and t shirt there s a good reason for that they work these creative bits of visual shorthand are great for quickly letting the
world know where we, mass crimes against humanity and genocide home page of - genocide and mass crimes against
humanity the persecution and mass murder of european jews by christians from 306 to 1945 ce was the longest lasting
mass crime against humanity the mass murder by the communist government of the ussr of 20 or more million of its citizens
1917 to 1987 and by the communist government of china of about 35 million of its citizens 1949 to 1987 probably
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